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1 CSR Setup 

You can set CSR classifications based on: 

• Raw material 
• Item 
• Vendor (based on vendor or production address) 

1.1 CSR Classifications 

In the CSR Classifications you can set all the classifications you need for corporate 

social responsibility:  

When a CSR Classification has one or more checklist lines (see below in the 

Classification Card), the field “Checklist” is marked. In practice only CSR 

Classifications with Transaction Type = Vendor have a checklist. 
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In the CSR Classification Card you can fill the following fields: 

• Code. Fill in a unique code 
• Description. Fill in the description of the CSR classification 
• Classification Type. Fill in the type of the CSR classification. You have the 

following options: 
o Vendor 
o Item 
o Raw Material. You only have this option when you install the 

pebblestone app too. 

A CSR Classification can have zero, one or more lines in the checklist. When a line 

in the checklist is mandatory to be checked to fulfill the CSR Classification, the field 

“Mandatory” must be marked. 

 

1.2 CSR Classification Entry 

You can apply CSR Classifications, created in chapter CSR Classifications, for a 

• Vendor (See chapter Vendor) 
• Production address (See chapter Production address) 
• Raw Material (See chapter Raw material) 
• Item (See chapter Item) 

1.2.1 Vendor 

In the vendor card you can apply CSR Classifications to the vendor by choosing 

Vendor, CSR Classifications in the ribbon: 
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The following screen is opened: 

Over here you can select the CSR Classifications which are applied to the vendor. 

You can only select the CSR Classifications with classification type = vendor. When a 

CSR Classification with a checklist is selected, the checklist is taken over too. In the 

checklist you can change the status to Approved or Declined. 

 

 

For example, when the Working schedules are available (= Checklist Code 01), then 

the status for this checklist line must be set to Approved (when the Working 

schedules are not available, then the status for this checklist line must be set to 

Declined): 
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You can add a document to a checklist line by clicking on the number in the column 

Documents. The following screen is opened and over there you can add 

attachments: 

In the field Documents you now see that for Working schedules available 1 document 

is attached: 

When a CSR Classification for a vendor fulfilled all requirements of the checklist you 

can set the fields “Effective from” and “Expiration Date” for the CSR Classification. 

The vendor gets a certificate for the period the CSR Classification is effective. 
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In the vendor card and vendor list you see on the right which CSR Classifications are 

applied to the vendor. 

 

1.2.2 Production Address 

A vendor can have multiple production addresses. You can set up production 

addresses by choosing Related, Vendor, Production Addresses in the ribbon of the 

vendor card.  
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The following screen is opened: 

In the production address card you can apply CSR Classifications to the production 

address by choosing Production Address, CSR Classifications in the ribbon: 
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The following screen is opened: 

Over here you can select the CSR Classifications which are applied to the production 

address. You can only select the CSR Classifications with classification type = 

vendor. When a CSR Classification with a checklist is selected, the checklist is taken 

over too.  

The functionality about status, documents, effective from and expiration date is the 

same as described in chapter Vendor. 

In the production address card and production address list you see on the right which 

CSR Classifications are applied to the production address. 
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1.2.3 Raw material 

In the raw material list you can apply CSR Classifications to the raw material by 

choosing Raw Material, CSR Classifications in the ribbon: 

 

 

 

 

 

The following screen is opened: 

Over here you can select the CSR Classifications which are applied to the raw 

material. You can only select the CSR Classifications with classification type = raw 

material. In practice, CSR Classifications for raw materials don’t have a checklist. If a 

CSR Classification for raw materials nevertheless have a checklist, it works the same 

as described in chapter Vendor. 
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In the raw material list you see on the right which CSR Classifications are applied to 

the raw material. 

 

1.2.4 Composition 

A composition consists of 1 or more raw materials. When you go to the compositions, 

you see on the right which CSR Classifications are applied to the raw materials the 

composition consists of. 

 

For example, composition AR50CL50 consists of two raw materials: 

• Aramid (For raw material Aramid CSR Classification 11 Sustainable Material is 
applied) 

• Chlorine Fibre (For raw material Chlorine Fibre CSR Classification 04 Recycled 
fibre is applied) 
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When you select composition AR50CL50, the CSR Classifications of the raw 

materials Aramid and Chlorine Fibre are shown. 

 

1.2.5 Item 

In the item card you can apply CSR Classifications to the item by choosing item, 

CSR Classifications in the ribbon: 
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The following screen is opened: 

Over here you can select the CSR Classifications which are applied to the item. You 

can only select the CSR Classifications with classification type = item. In practice, 

CSR Classifications for items don’t have a checklist. If a CSR Classification for items 

nevertheless have a checklist, it works the same as described in chapter Vendor. 

In the item card and item list you see on the right which CSR Classifications are 

applied  

• to the item (CSR Classifications 03, 05 and 10) 
• to the composition of the item (CSR Classifications 04, 06 and 11 are applied to 

the raw materials of composition CO90LY5PL5 (See chapter Composition) 
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For a prepack item you see the CSR Classification of the main item. For example, 

item 10000PPK is a prepack item of item 10000, then you see in the item card and 

item list of prepack item 10000PPK the CSR Classifications of item 10000. 

 

For a prepack item you cannot apply CSR Classifications (In the ribbon you do not 

have the option CSR Classifications) 
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2 Where used 

In the CSR Classification Card you can see where it used by choosing Related, 

Where used in the ribbon. 

 

The following screen is opened: 

This screen shows for which vendors and production addresses the CSR 

Classification is applied for. 

When you want to see where a CSR Classification with classification type = Raw 

Material is used, the where used screen is shown as following (below is where used 

for CSR Classification 04).  
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When you want to see where a CSR Classification with classification type = Item is 

used, the where used screen is shown as following (below is where used for CSR 

Classification 03).  
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3 CSR Setup for validation (purchase) 

In the CSR Setup you can set a default validation code. And indicate whether CSR 

validation is mandatory. 

 

3.1 Default Validation Code 

When the default validation code is specified, this code will automatically be applied 

when creating new purchase order. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Validation Mandatory 

The Validation Mandatory field indicates whether it is obliged to specify a validation 

set code. 

If this field is set to true a mandatory indication is shown on the Validation Set Code 

field on the purchase order. 
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When you select a vendor, an error is shown to force that a validation set is used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Validation Set 

A validation set specifies which classifications will be checked when creating 

purchase order. 
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A validation set only checks the classifications specified on a vendor, and item, or a 

production address. 

3.4 Validation Type 

The validation type determines at which level the rules will be applied 

The options are Vendor, Item, and Vendor & Item. 

 

 

 

3.4.1 Vendor 

When Vendor is selected, only classification 

codes that apply to a vendor can be selected 

in the lines. The list of classification codes in 

the classification field only shows 

classification codes for vendors.  

 

 

 

Specifying a code that does not match the validation type will result in an error 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Item 

When Item is selected as validation type, 

only classification codes that apply to items 

can be added to the lines. 
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3.4.3 Vendor & Item  

When Vendor & Item is selected, it is possible to add both classification code that 

apply to vendors and items on the lines in the validation set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.4 Production Address 

For the production address to be checked you must select validation type Vendor, or 

Vendor & Item. On a validation set line when the classification type is Vendor, the 

production address is checked when Validation Level is Production Address, Either, 

or Both.  

3.5 Lines 

In the lines of the validation set you can select the CSR classifications with a 

classification type that matches the Validation Type set on the header of the 

Validation Set. 

  

 

 

 

 

When you click Select from full list the CSR Classifications page is shown. On this 

page you can see the types of the classifications 
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When a classification is selected on a validation set line, the Code, Description, and 

Classification Type fields are copied from the classification 

The value for Description and Classification Type cannot be changed on the 

validation set line. These fields are not editable. 

3.5.1 Error Tolerance 

The error tolerance field indicates whether an error or a warning will be shown when 

a vendor, production address, or item does not comply with a rule on the validation 

set. 

3.5.1.1 Error 

When specifying a vendor, production address, or an 

item on a purchase order that does not comply with a 

rule on the validation set, an error will be shown. 

Only an error for the first classification that does not 

comply with the rules on the validation set will be shown 

if there are multiple classifications that are not fulfilled.  
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3.5.1.2 Warning 

When warning is selected in the Error Tolerance field a notification is shown 

 

 

 

If there are more classifications that for example a vendor does not comply with, a 

notification is shown for each classification that does not meet the validation set rule. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Validation Level 

The validation level specifies what will be validated. It only applies to 

Classification Type = Vendor. When Classification Type = Item then 

the Validation Level field is left blank. The options for Validation Level 

are Vendor. Production Address, Either, and Both 

When Validation Level is Vendor, the line of the validation set will 

check the corresponding CSR classification of the vendor. When validation level is 

Production Address, the corresponding CSR classification of the production address 

will be checked. When validation level is Either, the validation set line is met when 

the CSR classification of the vendor or the CSR classification of the production 

address meets the CSR classification on the validation set line. If validation set is set 

to both, both the classification of the vendor and the classification of the production 

address must meet the classification specified on the validation set line. 
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4 Process Purchase order 

4.1 Validation Set 

When a validation set is filled on a purchase order the classifications of the entity that 

corresponds with the validation type of the validation set will be checked against this 

validation set. 

 

 

 

4.2 Validation Type 

For example, when the validation type is Vendor, and a vendor is selected on the 

purchase order it will be checked if the vendor classifications comply with the rules 

specified on the lines of the validation set.  

The same is valid for an item when validation type is Item or Vendor & Item.  

When the validation type includes the vendor, also the vendor’s production address 

will be checked if applicable, and the validation level on the validation line is set to 

Production Address, Either or Both. 

4.3 Validate Vendor  

Given this validation set, it will be 

check if the classifications that are 

selected on the validation set line 

are valid for the vendor.  
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4.3.1 Error Tolerance Error 

In this situation, when error tolerance is 

set to Error, when selecting a vendor on 

the purchase order, an error will be 

raised at the first classification of the 

vendor that is not valid. Any other 

classification of this vendor will not be 

checked anymore. 

 

4.3.2 Error Tolerance Warning 

 

 

 

 

 

When error tolerance in the validation set lines is set to Warning, notifications will be 

send for all classifications of the vendor that do not comply with the lines in the 

validation set 
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4.3.2.1 View Classification 

 

 

 

On a notification you can click on the link View Classification to open the 

classifications for the entity that the notification was sent for. In this situation, the 

vendor classifications page will be opened. 

Then you can see that this vendor, London Fashion Makers has one classification. 

However, the classification is not active because all mandatory check list lines have 

not been approved 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Change Vendor 

When you change the vendor on 

the purchase order, any notification 

for the previous vendor will be 

recalled. 
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For this vendor, Timeless Reproductions, 

the classification is active because all 

mandatory checklist lines have been 

approved for this vendor. And there are no 

dates specified on the classification. So, 

this classification does comply with the 

validation set rule for classification 01 

Sustainable Social. Therefore, no warning 

is shown for this classification.  
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4.5 Validate Item 

When the validation set that is 

selected on the purchase order 

includes the validation type Item, 

the classifications of the item will be 

checked against the validation set 

when an item is selected on a 

purchase line. 
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4.5.1 Error Tolerance Error 

An error will be shown for the first classification with type Item on the validation set 

that a classification of the selected item does not comply with. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.2 Error Tolerance Warning 

When the error tolerance on the validation set is Warning, notifications will be shown 

for all classifications that the item does not comply with. 
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5 Validate Production Address 

5.1 Default Production Address 

When a Produce-at Code is selected on the vendor card, this identifies the default 

production address for this vendor.  

 

 

 

 

 

And this production address is automatically set on the purchase order when the 

vendor is selected. The classifications of the production address then are also 

checked against the validation set on the moment that a vendor is selected on a 

purchase order. 

 

 

 

 

A vendor can have none, one, or more production addresses. 
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This opens the production addresses page for vendor 108 Timeless Reproductions 

 

 

 

5.2 One production address, no default 

If a vendor has one production address, and the production address is not selected in 

the produce-at code on the vendor card, this production address is copied to the 

purchase order. The production address tab on the purchase order then shows the 

vendor’s production address. Though the Produce-at code is left empty, the 

classifications of the production address are checked against the validation set when 

the buy-from vendor is selected on the purchase order. 

 

 

 

5.3 Multiple production addresses, no default 

If there are more than one production addresses specified for a vendor, and none of 

these is filled on the produce-at code on the vendor card, the production address on 

the purchase order is left empty when this vendor is selected on a purchase order. 

The Produce-at field on the Production Address FastTab then shows ‘Default (Buy-

from Address), and the Produce-at Code on the purchase order is left empty. In this 
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situation the classifications of the production address will be checked against the 

validation set that is selected on the purchase order when a production address is 

chosen on the purchase order. You can select a production address from the Code 

field on the Production Address tab, and at that moment classification codes of the 

production address are validated. 

 

5.4 Validation Level  

When the Validation Level is set to Production Address, Either, or Both, also the 

vendor’s production address that is selected on the purchase order will be checked 

against the validation set lines with classification type Vendor. 

When the validation level on the validation set line is set to production address the 

classifications for the production address will be validated at the moment that the 

production address is selected on the purchase order. 

5.4.1 Production Address 

When validation level on a validation set line is Production Address, only the 

classifications for the production address will be checked against this validation set 

line. And the classifications for the vendor will not be checked.  
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5.4.2 Either 

If validation level is set to ‘Either’, the classification for the production address will 

only be checked against the validation set line if the classification for the vendor does 

not comply. If the classification for the vendor does comply with the validation set line 

then this condition is met and no further validation is required. If the classification for 

the vendor does not comply, then the classification for the production address is 

checked against the validation set line. An error or a notification will be shown if both, 

the classification for the vendor and the classification for the production address do 

not comply with the validation set line. An error or a warning will only be shown for 

the vendor, not for the production address. 

5.4.3 Both 

If validation level is set to ‘Both’, both the classification for the vendor and the 

classification for the production address will be checked against the validation set 

line. An error or a warning will be shown for the vendor as well for the production 

address if the classification does not comply with the validation set line. 

5.4.4 Change Validation Set 

When a validation set on a purchase order caused notifications to be shown and this 

validation set is changed by another validation set, then the notifications sent by the 

previous validation set will be recalled. And only notifications for the new validation 

set will be shown. 
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5.4.5 Select validation set after vendor is selected and 
items are added on the order 

When a validation set is selected on an already existing purchase order, and the 

error levels on one or more lines of the validation set is ‘Error’, a list of errors is 

shown for all classifications that do not comply with the lines on the validation set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can click on the Context field to open the vendor card, item card, or production 

address card. 

 

And an error is 

raised on the purchase order. 
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5.4.6 Order Date 

If a CSR classification on a vendor, an item, or a production address has an Effective 

from and/or a Expiration Date specified, then these dates will be checked against the 

Order Date on the purchase order. 

 

 

 

Then it can occur that, although the classification is valid, an error or a warning is 

raised because the classification is not effective or expired. 
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A classification is only complying with the validation set line if it is  

1. active and  

2. effective and  

3. not expired. 

5.4.6.1 Changing the order date  

When the order date on a purchase order is changed all previous notifications will be 

recalled and new notifications will be sent for the current situation and the new order 

date 
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6 Event Publishers 

6.1 Codeunit "K3CS Validation Mgt." 

OnBeforeValidatePurchaseOrderClassification() 
Enables validation for extended validation types 

 

Syntax 
OnBeforeValidatePurchaseOrderClassification(var PurchaseHeader: Record 
"Purchase 
Header", K3CSValidationLine: Record "K3CS Validation Line", var ShowError: 
Boolean, var IsHandled: Boolean) 

 

Parameters 

PurchaseHeader 

Type: Record "Purchase Header" 

VAR Record "Purchase Header". 

 

K3CSValidationLine 

Type: Record "K3CS Validation Line" 

Record "K3CS Validation Line". 

 

ShowError 

Type: Boolean 

VAR Boolean. 

 

IsHandled 

Type: Boolean 

VAR Boolean. 

 

OnBeforeValidateItemClassification() 
Enables overriding item validation for a purchase line 

 

Syntax 
OnBeforeValidateItemClassification(var PurchaseLine: Record "Purchase Line", 
var 
K3CSValidationLine: Record "K3CS Validation Line", var IsHandled: Boolean) 
 

Parameters 

PurchaseLine 

Type: Record "Purchase Line" 

VAR Record "Purchase Line". 

 

K3CSValidationLine 

Type: Record "K3CS Validation Line" 

VAR Record "K3CS Validation Line". 
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IsHandled 

Type: Boolean 

VAR Boolean. 

 
OnBeforeValidateItemValidationLine() 
Enables setting additional filters for items on purchase lines to be validated 

 

Syntax 
OnBeforeValidateItemValidationLine(var PurchaseLine: Record "Purchase Line", 
K3CSValidationLine: Record "K3CS Validation Line") 

 

Parameters 

PurchaseLine 

Type: Record "Purchase Line" 

VAR Record "Purchase Line". 

 

K3CSValidationLine 

Type: Record "K3CS Validation Line" 

Record "K3CS Validation Line". 

 
OnBeforeRecallNotificationsFromPurchaseLine() 
Enables recalling notifications for extended validation types 

 

Syntax 
OnBeforeRecallNotificationsFromPurchaseLine(PurchaseHeader: Record "Purchase 
Header", var PurchaseLine: Record "Purchase Line") 

 

Parameters 

PurchaseHeader 

Type: Record "Purchase Header" 

Record "Purchase Header". 

 

PurchaseLine 

Type: Record "Purchase Line" 

VAR Record "Purchase Line". 

 


